
Basic Advice for Tabular Layout∗

Tables should be used to make data easier to understand. Tables should be used only to high-
light and organize data — not to decorate. Although tables are structured around gridlines most
of those lines do not need to be displayed.

Do not include anything in a table that does not make its data clearer. Tables should not
include ‘ink’ (negative space) that is not needed for clarity; there should be neither decoration
nor anything that draws attention away from the data.

Basic guidelines for tabular layouts

1. Include only necessary ink, and de-emphasize and regularize required non-data ink [2]

• most values should be displayed in a regular upright typeface;
• to emphasize text make it bigger or bolder or italicized,
• coloured text or backgrounds can be useful to highlight values

2. the only lines to use are single horizontal lines [1]

• do not use vertical lines [1] (use spacing to separate columns)
• do not use doubled lines [1]

• shading can be a good way to separate rows

3. when units are part of the data, put them in the heading not the entries [1]

4. decimal points must be preceded digits [1]; for example 0.1 not .1.

• if there is no decimal point, align numbers at the least signi�cant digit
• otherwise align numbers on decimal points

5. If you have the choice, use ‘tabular lined numerals’ instead of proportional ones [5,6]
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Some useful LATEX packages

It is not necessary to use LATEX to generate great tables but for those who do use it here are some
extra recommendations.

Although there are a myriad of helpful packages for making great tables in LATEX there are
only a few that I use regularly. Voss [7] describes and gives instructive examples of many more
great packages.

booktabs for much better lines and spacing than the default

colortbl for shading and more

slashbox for two entries in a cell (very helpful for the top-left heading)

dcolumn for aligning numbers

longtable for multi-page tables

supertabular also for multi-page tables

Of course if any of these packages are not part of your LATEX installation you can get them
from the Comprehensive TEX Archive Network (CTAN). Many of the table-speci�c packages are
listed in the table topic section of those archives.
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